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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing has changed how services are provided and sup-
ported through the computing infrastructure. However, the lack of
trust from both sides - the client and the cloud provider, is still a ma-
jor obstacle to prevent many users from using the cloud, especially for
users who are very concerned about the privacy of their computing and
data in the cloud. There has been little research on architectures de-
signed to monitor client VMs while preserving their privacy in cloud
computing.

Based on the argument that service provider needs only the mon-
itoring and management functionalities instead of a direct ownership
of them, we propose a new architecture, called NeuCloud, for trusted
neutral cloud computing. The new architecture provides an unpriv-
ileged service domain to the service provider and deprive the direct
monitoring and management privilege of him. Instead, a neutral do-
main, as part of a mutual agreement between the client and the service
provider, supports security monitoring and cloud management with
minimum attack surface. As a result, privacy-preserving monitoring
can be enabled in NeuCloud. In this paper, we introduce the NeuCloud
design and describe how to implement NeuCloud in both Type-I and
Type-II virtualization. Our experiments show that the overhead of
NeuCloud is negligible.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing [5] is becoming a major trend in computing ser-

vices with its inspiring features of elastic “data anywhere” and “com-
puting anywhere”. Meanwhile, because services are carried out in a
form where customers do not directly manage their private data, cloud
computing has also been the subject of much public scrutiny concern-
ing issues of privacy protection. According to a survey result, concern
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about the possibility of privacy leakage has become the most critical
reason that hinders a broad adoption of Cloud Computing [2]. Addi-
tionally, even if the clients themselves can trust the cloud provider,
some privacy related laws restrict a business’ freedom to outsource
their sensitive computing to cloud providers [11]. Therefore, many
new security mechanisms have been developed to protect users’ pri-
vacy. Some techniques protect data privacy through cryptography,
such as the techniques in [7]. However, data processing over en-
crypted data is limited. Other techniques like [16, 36, 29, 34, 10, 19,
25] protect VMs from being inspected by the service provider. How-
ever, service providers are averse to utilizing the techniques because it
completely disables the service provider’s monitoring capability, leav-
ing service providers at great security risk.

Meanwhile, on the contrary, there is a compelling reason for cloud
provider to monitor its users: to ensure the security of the whole cloud
platform. Concerns of cloud provider come from two sides, one is the
VM-to-host attack, and the other is the cross-VM attack. An exam-
ple of the former one is the “Xen 0wning Trilogy” [1]; and an illus-
tration of the latter one is to make use of Amazon EC2 instances to
attack other VMs on the same physical node via the cache side chan-
nel [33]. Currently cloud providers has to utilize more and more com-
prehensive approaches to monitor the platform. For example, with
the help of Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) [24, 26, 28] a cloud
provider can look into a virtual machine (VM) and enforce security
policies. Sometimes the monitoring method even bridges the seman-
tic gap and reveals more details to cloud provider [9]. Allowing the
service provider to look into the memory space of the guest operating
systems, and to inspect the processes of the client, obviously may lead
to disclosure of the client’s private data, especially when users are not
aware of where their data are hosted and how they are executed.

Consequently, the mutual distrust between the service provider and
client leads to the unavoidable conflict of interest [32]. Service providers
have to see the internal world of a client’s virtual machine to secure
the computing environment to ensure the security of the whole cloud,
but this definitely violates the privacy requirement of a client. And
the root source of the above conflict is the untrustworthy monitoring
and management mechanism. When we seriously consider the role
of service provider in cloud computing, we may ask: does the cloud
provider really need to directly monitor and manage the VMs? We
argue that inmost situations, the cloudmanagement works are actually
conducted on higher layers instead of directly on the physical nodes.
As long as the high-level security policies are enforced, it is unneces-
sary for cloud provider to directly tap into the content of VMs. It is
true that under some other circumstances, certain domain knowledge
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is required so that cloud provider has to directly scan users’ sensitive
data . However, we may ask another question: even if the direct mon-
itoring is required, is it necessary to monitor all the data and pro-
cesses of the VMs? Since he full-monitoring scheme has dispelled so
many privacy-concerning users, cloud provider should re-consider the
trade-off of doing so. From the economics perspective, cloud provider
may balance the degree of monitoring to attract more users.

Both the indirect-monitoring and partial-monitoring schemes can’t
be fulfilled by the current virtualization architecture, where cloud provider
has the dominant privilege. It generates the need of a new architecture
where:

1. themonitoringwork is performed by a neutral component, which
is not controlled by the cloud provider;

2. the monitoring functionality should not be cut down;
3. the neutral component must provide the attestation mechanism

to be challenged.
Therefore, we propose a neutral cloud computing architecture, Neu-

Cloud, based on the idea of disaggregation of privilege. On each
node of NeuCloud, only an unprivileged domain (denoted as “Ser-
vice Domain”) is provided to the cloud provider for cloud manage-
ment. The original privileged functions are sealed into a “Neutral Do-
main”, which is neither controlled by cloud provider or cloud users.
The Neutral Domain is responsible to monitor and operate with the
users (“Client Domain”) on behalf of the cloud provider by receiving
rules and policies from cloud provider through a secure communica-
tion channel, which greatly reduces the attack surface. Before using
the cloud service, a client should first attest whether NeuCloud is en-
abled. The attestation will also be carried out during VM migration.
In this way, neither the cloud functionality and security nor the users’
privacy should compromise. In fact, the “Neutral Domain” can be
configured according to a mutual agreement between the client and
the cloud provider to avoid any dispute of service.

We implemented NeuCloud Architecture on both Xen, a Type-I hy-
pervisor, and KVM, a Type-II hypervisor. Our experimental study
shows that the overhead of NeuCloud is negligible.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, NeuCloud is the first effort to

enable privacy-preserving monitoring in cloud computing ar-
chitecture design.

• From economics perspective, the reason to switch to privacy-
preserving monitoring and the optimal monitoring degree has
been discussed. Although the current full-monitoringmode con-
tributes to the overall security of the cloud environment, but
it hurts the privacy of clients. Through partial-monitoring, en-
abled by NeuCloud, cloud provider may gainmore by attracting
those users who originally concerned about privacy-leakage.

• We implement NeuCloud architecture on both type-I and type-
II virtulization with negligible overhead.

• Our implementation greatly reduces attack surface of the priv-
ileged zone. Moreover, little effort is needed for current cloud
provider to turn to NeuCloud.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we anal-
yse the motivation for cloud provider to switch to privacy-preserving
monitoring and what the optimal monitoring degree is. In Section 3,
we present the design of NeuCloud where privacy-preserving moni-
toring is enabled. We also describe the detailed implementation on
both type-I and type-II virtualization platform in Section 4. In Sec-
tion 5, we evaluate both the security and performance of NeuCloud
architecture. And some related works are discussed in Section 6.

2. MOTIVATION
An economics-based analysis can be performed upon the privacy-

concerned cloud computing market. For simplicity, we assume that

all the cloud users share the same resource consuming rate, so that we
can use N, the maximum number of users that a cloud platform can
host, to describe the total computing resources of one cloud provider;
the number of actual users being hosted is denoted as n; p is used to
refer to the portion that the cloud provider wants to monitor; n = D(p)
measures the number of users with sensitive content but still willing
to outsource their data to this cloud provider; n = S(p) measures
the number of users the cloud provider is willing to host, given the
restraint of p. It is obvious that D is decreasing and S is increasing.
Moreover, if n is fixed, p can be derived by evaluating the inverse
function D−1(n) or S−1(n). Assume that the utility of cloud provider
upon the user population can be measured as U(n), and the utility lost
due to the risk of not monitoring the whole content is V(1−p), where
U is increasing with n and V is increasing with 1− p. The total utility
of cloud provider is represented by µ.

Cloud providers, just like those currently exist in the market, can
monitor the whole content of cloud users; or on the contrary, they can
give up this privilege thoroughly; otherwise they can tradeoff by mon-
itoring only part of the content. Correspondingly, p can be a value
between 0 and 1. The most popular question upon any security ap-
proach is: whether it is worthy to do so?. There should be a good
reason for cloud providers to switch from full-monitoring to partial-
monitoring, otherwise they would prefer the old fashion, which seems
more riskless.

Given two monitoring strategies with different monitoring degree,
1 and 0 ≤ p0 < 1, and the cost due to platform modification due to
switching from p = 1 to p = p0 is C, the utility difference for cloud
provider is:

∆µ = U(D(p))− V(1− p)− (U(D(1))− V(0))− C
= U(D(p))− U(D(1))− (V(1− p)− V(0))− C

(1)

From the above equationwe can see that the full-monitoring scheme
is not necessarily always the optimal one. In case that∆µ > 0 is satis-
fied, a rational cloud provider should be willing switch to the privacy-
preserving monitoring scheme with the costC. In reality, if the overall
benefit is positive, the cloud provider would always prefer to attract
more cloud users with reasonable opportunity cost.

Another question might arise: even if the cloud provider is willing
to switch to the monitoring approach where users’ privacy is pre-
served, what’s the optimal monitoring degree? Actually it depends
on the type of cloud computing market. If the market is monopoly,
namely there is only one choice for those users with sensitive data but
want to outsource their computation, the only cloud provider has full
control over the market. In such case, the cloud provider will try to
maximize the resource utilization of the cloud platform, so his utility
would be:

p = D−1(N) (2)

µ(N) = U(N)− V(p)) (3)

The optimal value of N can be solved by applying the first-order
condition:

∂µ(N)
∂N

=
∂µ(N)
∂N

− ∂V(D−1(N))
∂N

(4)

Using the optimalN′ calculated fromEquation (4) , the cloud provider
can deduce the optimalmonitoring portion p′ according to Equation (2).

However, if the market is competitive, where there are lots of ho-
mogeneous cloud providers, the optimal monitoring degree p⋆ is de-
termined by the market equilibrium:
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Figure 1: The illustration of the relationship between Service Domain,
Client Domain and Neutral Domain. Neutral Domain helps service
provider to perform themonitoring andmanagement work, and detects
privacy violations on behalf of clients.

D(p⋆) = S(p⋆) (5)

µ(n) = U(S(p⋆))− V(p⋆)) (6)

Finally, if the situation is oligopoly, which lies between full compe-
tition and no competition (monopoly), the cloud providers decide their
monitoring strategies independently and simultaneously. Assume that
there are two homogeneous cloud providers. The users who are will-
ing to use the service from the first cloud provider isD1(p1, p2), which
is a decreasing function of p1 and an increasing function of p2. The
case for the second cloud provider is similar. Generally the utility of
the ith cloud provider is given by:

µi(pi) = U(Di(pi, p−i))− V(pi) (7)

where p−i denotes the monitoring degree of all cloud providers
other than the ith one.

Then given the other cloud providers’ strategies, the optimal mon-
itoring degree can be solved through first-order conditions:

∂µi(pi)
∂pi

=
∂U(Di(pi, p−i))

∂pi
− ∂V(pi)

∂pi
(8)

To summarize, if there exists a cloud architecture, with privacy-
preserving monitoring enabled and with the modification cost of C
satisfying that the ∆µ in Equation (1) is positive, the cloud provider
would be willing to switch to this cloud architecture. And the optimal
monitoring degree is determined depending on the market type.

3. NEUCLOUD OVERVIEW
The NeuCloud archtecture is illustrated in Figure 1, and the detailed

description of each domain can be found in Table 1. In the traditional
cloud computing architecture, serving as the intermediate between
client domains and hardware, the cloud provider has the dominant
privilege. However, in the model of NeuCloud, the cloud provider
is moved out of the privileged intermediate layer into a specific Ser-
vice Domain, and the Neutral Domain takes over the central-control
work. In the NeuCloud’s symmetric design shown in Figure 1, neither
cloud provider nor client is more privileged. In fact, there is no par-
ticular difference between Service Domain and Client Domain, except
the accessibility to different interfaces provided by Neutral Domain.
To manage the computing node, cloud provider can send service re-
quest, update security policies and gather monitoring results from the

Service Domain; while cloud users can maintain their privacy poli-
cies, receive privacy violation reports and attest the authenticity of
the platform from the Client Domain.

Cloud management and monitoring: as shown in Figure 1, the
Service Domain can send service requests coming from Cluster Con-
troller or Cloud Controller (CC/CLC) to Neutral Domain. With the
deprivation of authority from cloud provider, one may concern that
whether the administrative functionalities are restricted. Actually all
the privileged executions, like domains/VMs management (for ex-
ample “Create VM”, “Launch VM” or “Migrate VM”) and platform
configurations (for example those system parameters that should be
adjusted according to hardware specifications), can be performed by
Neutral Domain on behalf of the Service Domain . A monitoring pol-
icy database is also set up for the Service Domain to store security
policies or signatures to identify malicious intentions. With a higher
privilege, the Neutral Domain is responsible to execute the service
requests received and monitor all the domains/VMs on the node, in-
cluding both the Service Domain and the Client Domain, according to
the security policies. Those monitoring objects will be extracted from
the monitoring policies, and are reported to the corresponding clients.
Because now a cloud client can make sure what part of his content is
under monitoring and what is not, cloud provider should balance the
monitoring degree as what has been discussed in Section 2. Except for
revealing the monitoring targets to cloud users, Neutral Domain will
also check if user-defined privacy policies are violated, which will be
introduced in the following part.

The first advantage of involving Neutral Domain in is that the mon-
itoring process is no longer stealthy to cloud users; the second is that
the Neutral Domain makes it possible for the two parities to reach an
agreement on monitoring degree, because it can neutrally prove the
fact of partial-monitoring to the cloud users.

Privacy protection: Cloud Domain is the zone where users’ data
and computations are hosted. Instead of the “pure guest mode”, now
cloud users are endowed with more privileges. They can maintain
privacy policy databases (one for each domain/VM) that describes
which data or process is private and cannot be directly seen by cloud
provider. During the monitoring procedure on behalf of the Service
Domain, the Neutral Domain will verify whether the content being
monitored matches the description in privacy policies. If so, a con-
flict happens. A client cannot directly touch the Neutral Domain, but
with the help of vTPM mechanism [6], he is able to challenge and
attest whether the data and computations are held on the NeuCloud
platform.

To solve the monitoring/privacy conflict: there exists a security-
policy database for Neutral Domain to refer to in order to verify ma-
licious content; and at the same time Neutral Domain is also respon-
sible for protecting the privacy of Client Domain. Given a piece of a
Client Domain’s code or data X, a monitoring policy m, and a privacy
policy p, we denote X = m if X matches m (suspected as malicious)
and X = p if X matches p (marked as privacy). There might be four
situations:

1. X ̸= m and X ̸= p
2. X = m and X ̸= p
3. X ̸= m and X = p
4. X = m and X = p
The first three situations are easy for the cloud provider and client to

reach an agreement. But a conflict may happen in situation 4. In such
cases, which one should the Neutral Domain yield to, cloud provider
or cloud users? Simply showing partiality for either of them would
make the Neutral Domain meaningless, for example:

1. cloud provider is benign and a client is malicious; and the client
tries to hide his behaviours by marking his malicious code as
private. So the Neutral Domain cannot simply yield to cloud
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Table 1: Detailed description of each domain in NeuCloud.

Domain Name: Client Domain Service Domain Neutral Domain
Description: The collection of all the client

VMs on the physical node
The component directly controlled by cloud
provider

The root complex

Components(KVM): Client VMs A special VM opened to cloud provider, and
with device pass-through

Host OS with KVM module

Components (Xen): Domain 2,3,...,N A customized Domain 1 with device pass-
through

Reduced& sealed Domain 0 and Xen hyper-
visor

Privileges: Maintain privacy policies Provide device drivers Provide service interface to Service Domain
Communicate with Cluster Controller (CC) Create and delete Domains/VMs
Pass service requests to Neutral Domain Launch and stop Domains/VMs
Provide security policies Migrate Domains/VMs
Maintain other libraries (etc. patches ) Monitor Domains/VMs

Patch/update Domains/VMs

100

101

102

103

104

0010

0F3B

21CA

3010

468E

2112

52CB

0F3B

21CA

FFFE

21CA

3EFB

EE01

468E

2241

Monitoring
policies

Privacy
policies

Client VM
Memory Space

Addr Data

Figure 2: The situation where conflict between monitoring and pri-
vacy protection happens.

users.
2. Client is benign and cloud provider is malicious. In this case,

the cloud provider deliberately uses monitoring policies to in-
fer whether a Client Domain has certain processes or data. For
example, the cloud provider may insert “issue of shares” into
policies to try and infer commercial secrets. So the Neutral Do-
main cannot simply yield to cloud provider, either.

To solve this, on one hand, to guarantee the security of the cloud
environment, Neutral Domain must warn a cloud user about his se-
curity policy violation. Neutral Domain will prevent the client from
using suspected data and suspend suspected process. When security
policy violation detected, Neutral Domain will let the client make a
decision - if the client is innocent, he can argue with cloud provider
or move his business to other cloud providers; if the client agrees to
sanitize his code, Neutral Domain will resume the program status and
execute the sanitized code.

And on the other hand, if policies are violated by a client, the cloud
provider should not receive any messages if the violating content is
specified in the client’s privacy database, aiming at preventing infer-
ence attacks from cloud provider. We note that the cloud users may
mark all of their content as private to prevent any information flowing
to cloud provider, but still this cannot hide their malicious activities
due to the presence of monitoring policies defined by cloud provider.

A certain example may help to make this problem more tangible.
As depicted in figure 2, Neutral Domain is monitoring a Client Do-
main’s memory space according to the cloud provider’s policies and
the client’s privacy definitions. The client’s data in address 101 is
suspected as malicious and not marked as private, so Neutral Domain
will notify both cloud provider and client that policy 0F3B is violated
by memory address 101 of this VM. Both parties will take actions ac-
cordingly. The client’s code in address 102 is matched by both secure

policy and privacy policy, in this case, then, Neutral Domain will sus-
pend the process related to this memory content and require the client
to sanitize his program. In this case, Neutral Domain will not inform
cloud provider because that would violate the privacy policy.

NeuCloud attestation: In Appendix A, we provide a brief in-
troduction to Trusted Platform Module [23]. Currently, most servers
have TPM chips installed by the manufacture. With the aid of a TPM,
a client can communicate with a trusted external party, Privacy CA,
at any time to verify the certification corresponding to the TPM of the
cloud platform. We should note that there is a an important distinction
between an “external party” and the “third party” described in the very
beginning. The former one is not able to directly touch the data and
process on cloud computing platform while the latter one is able to do
so since it is involved as an entity (for example as a monitoring en-
tity) as well. The Privacy CA maintains a database of all the certified
TPM chips. During the very beginning, the client should initially ver-
ify whether the computing node provided by cloud provider is built up
as the one described later. Therefore, with the help of TPM, the cloud
provider can boot the Neutral Domain and guaranteed its integrity.

4. NEUCLOUD DESIGN

4.1 Goals and assumptions
Scope. The scope of this paper is limited within the architecture-level
design and implementation of a neutral cloud computing platform.
Therefore, we will not go deep into the details of low level or periph-
eral security mechanisms. What’s more, some important functional-
ities in cloud computing, for example patching, are convenient to be
implemented in NeuCloud, but as space is limited we will cover them
in other papers.
Goals. The design of the neutral cloud computing platform, Neu-
Cloud, shouldmeet the following goals. 1) TheNeutral Domain should
be neutral. Both the cloud provider and the cloud provider are treated
impartially. 2) The costs-effectiveness of NeuCloud should be eco-
nomically sound. For example, the design should be easily integrated
into the current cloud architecture with both Type-I and Type-II vir-
tulization. 3) Monitoring capability should be enabled while preserv-
ing privacy. 4) The platform should be verifiable during the life cycle
of service. 5) All cloudmanagement functions, such as VMmigration,
should be enabled. 6) The performance overhead should be negligible.
Assumptions. First, we assume that the root complex, namely the
Neutral Domain, described in this paper is secured, for example by
using HyperSafe approach [38]. HyperSafe includes two key tech-
niques, “non-bypassable memory lock down” and “restricted pointer
indexing”, to reliably provide the integrity guarantee with a small per-
formance overhead. HyperSafe can not only guarantee the load-time
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integrity of the hypervisor but also maintains the same level of in-
tegrity continuously throughout the lifetime of the hypervisor. More-
over, it does not require any effort from the cloud provider to modify
hardware and software, thus avoiding the involvement of the cloud
provider in the attestation chain.

Second, we also assume that the cloud provider is rational. Al-
though with the involvement of the Neutral Domain we can prevent
the cloud provider’s Service Domain from arbitrarily touching users’
privacy, it is not guaranteed that some cloud provider may circumvent
the software architecture and eavesdrop through physical layer. How-
ever, if the cloud provider wants to physically eavesdrop the memory
bus, he needs special hardware facilities (a dedicated motherboard for
example). Even though the cost brought in by this additional hard-
ware might be negligible, such actions would leave behind hard ev-
idence pointing to this privacy violation. Basically we assume the
cloud provider won’t take this risk.

Third, the target platform is assumed to be equipped with TCG’s
trusted boot hardware, especially the TPM chip, which is the core
component to authenticate hardware devices and all the software com-
ponents running above. Most of the common motherboards have al-
ready been equipped with TPM chip. With the support of TPM, a
client can challenge the authenticity of the root complex hosting his
data and computations. These processes are all independent of the in-
volvement of the cloud provider, and as a result avoid any attempts
by the cloud provider to secretly tamper with the platform or Client
Domain.

4.2 Implementation
NeuCloud is a universal model that can be implemented on both

type-I and type-II virtualization. In this section, we describe how to
implement NeuCloud’s computing node for both types of virtualiza-
tion. The platform specification is attached in Table 3 of Appendix B,
of which the TPM chip and the CPU featured with Intel VT-d technol-
ogy are specifically required.
Neutral Domain. The Xen based Neutral Domain (Figure 3a) con-
tains the sealed and reduced Domain 0 as well as the Xen hypervisor
itself. There is no special modification to be made with Xen VMM
(we have assumed that it is pre-configured with “HyperSafe” protec-
tion). But the original Domain 0 should be modified by: first, all the
peripheral drivers (e.g. network card driver, USB driver) are removed,
as these drivers are no longer needed and we can reduce the code vol-
ume of Domain 0 to minimize the surface exposed to attackers; sec-
ond, we remove all the Linux user profiles and block all network ports,
prohibiting both local login and net login, of which the purpose is to
make the sealed Domain 0 a “closed-box” that cannot be logged into
locally or remotely; third, we implement an agent to watch the com-
munication channel between sealed Domain 0 and Service Domain
(Domain 1), which is responsible for transferring service requests; fi-
nally, we equip the sealed Domain 0 with XenAccess to monitor other
domains.

The KVM based Neutral Domain (Figure 3b) consists of the host
OS and the KVM module. All the peripheral device drivers are elim-
inated in the host OS and are provided by the Service VM instead.
The host OS should also be modified by removing all the login pro-
files, blocking all the internet ports, and equipped with VM intrusion
detection tools.
Service Domain. For Xen-based platform, a pre-configured Domain
1 will be automatically launched as the Service Domain, along with
the boot of sealed Neutral Domain 0. This can be achieved by mov-
ing the configuration file of domain-1 under /etc/xen/auto. The oper-
ation system of Domain 1 in our implementation is currently a para-
virtualized linux (openSUSE 11.3, x86_64, with 2.6.34.7-0.7-xen ker-
nel), but the full-virtualized linux is also applicable, as long as the

kernel is compatible with the Intel VT-d feature. Two modifications
are needed for this Service Domain: first, we write a Node Controller
(NC) agent to communicate with the CLC/CC. On receiving the direc-
tions from the CLC/CC, the NC agent will translate them into requests
acceptable by sealed Domain 0, and send these requests through the
communication channel to the sealed Neutral Domain; second, those
drivers removed from the sealed Domain 0 should be implemented
in the Service Domain. The passthrough of those devices to the Ser-
vice Domain can be achieved by adding the physical address of the
devices into the configuration file of the Service Domain, for exam-
ple: “pci=['0000:0b:00.0','0000:0b:00.1']”. Once the Xen
backend device drivers are loaded in Service Domain and the Xen
frontend device drivers are loaded in client VM, the client can get
support from these devices.

As for a KVM-based platform, the situation is similar. The Service
Domain is automatically booted along with the host OS. And all the
devices assigned to be managed by the Service Domain have to be
claimed in the Service Domain’s configuration file, like “-device
pci-assign, host=0b:00.0”.
TrustedManagementCommunication channel. Asmentioned above,
on a Xen-based platform, there should be a trusted inter-VM commu-
nication (IVMC) channel connecting the Service Domain 1 and the
Neutral Domain 0. We implement this channel on a Xen-based Neu-
tral Domain with the help of XenBus [4] and XenStore [20], as illus-
trated in Figure 4a. XenStore is designed as a hierarchical collection
of key-value pairs and XenBus provides a bus abstraction to commu-
nicate with these key-values (or entries). Each domain has a directory
hierarchy containing data related to its configuration. It is permit-
ted for domains to modify, create and delete information in their own
special sub-trees in XenStore, but they are not allowed to access other
domains’ sub-trees. The Neutral Domain 0 is able to read from and
write to any key-value in XenStore. Due to its VMM-based access
control feature, this inter-domain communication is secure. In our ar-
chitecture, the Neutral Domain 0 places a “watcher” on a certain entry
in the Service Domain’s XenStore directory through XenBus. When-
ever the Service Domain writes to this entry, the Neutral Domain 0
can immediately detect the change and respond to the request. Note
that only Service Domains and the Neutral Domain 0 have access to
the Service Domain’s entries, so that a client’s domains are unable to
forge a cloud platform request. At the same time, the cloud provider
is unprivileged to access other domains’ content in XenStore.

To provide a secured communication channel between the Service
VM and host OS for KVM-based platform, a character device is spe-
cially attached to the Service VM and a corresponding unix socket
is created in host OS, as shown in Figure 4b. This two-way stream
socket communication takes the advantage of the VirtioSerial feature
ofKVM [3]. For example, in our implementation, “-device virtio-
serial -chardev socket, path=/tmp/foo, server, nowait,
id=foo” is added into the configuration file of Service VM. This cre-
ates a character device, “/dev/vport0p1”, in the Service VM and
a corresponding Unix socket file, “/tmp/foo”, inside the host OS.
Thus the host OS can communicate through this virtual channel with
the Service VM.
Monitoring and privacy policies and reports. The Neutral Domain
should provide a security policy database to the cloud provider and a
privacy policy database to each cloud user. Because the volume of the
policies and the logs might be as large as a few gigabytes, these data
cannot be kept in a shared memory region. Thus we create an image
file mounted by both the Neutral Domain and the Service Domain,
which contains the security policies; meanwhile, each cloud user can
mark its privacy zone in the image file mounted by itself and the Neu-
tral Domain. The monitoring and privacy policies look like:
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Malicious(ProcessP,DomainU) :=
Running(ProcessP,DomainU) ∧Match(ProcessP,MaliciousSigratureM)

Private(DataD,DomainU) :=
Read(DomainU,DomainV) ∧Write(DomainU)

The Neutral Domain will gather the information of all the data and
processes under monitoring, reporting it to the corresponding client
domain/VM. And the Neutral Domain will take actions if the moni-
toring or privacy policies are triggered or violated.
Initialization of the computing node. Since the Neutral Domain 0 or
the Neutral host OS is permanently sealed at runtime, it seems impos-
sible to initialize the platform. The Neutral Domain cannot know in
advance about what kind of peripheral hardware should be passthroughed
into the Service Domain, and it seems that the cloud provider will
never have the opportunity to touch the root system configurations.
However, the sealed Domain 0 or host OS is runtime sealed only in the
sense of denial of login. Through the communication channel, some
configuration requests can be sent by the cloud provider to initialize
the Neutral Domain from the Service Domain.

4.3 NeuCloud protocols
It should be emphasized that in spite of the special architecture of

Neutral Domain, there is not much difference at first glance between
the client and cloud provider. Especially for client, the platform trans-
formation due to moving to a Neutral Domain based cloud will be ef-
fortless. Since the Neutral Domain provides management interfaces
to the Service Domain, and the network card driver (thus the network
controller) is also moved into the Service Domain, the cloud provider

can still use NC agent to communicate to upper level CLC/CC and
conduct the scheduling. Despite the concerns about the cost of a plat-
form transformation, a client is more likely to be concerned about how
to guarantee his security and privacy.

In this section, we describe how to support cloud management with
Neutral Domains. To avoid the direct involvement of Privacy CA
into cloud protocol, and to improve the performance, we adopt Direct
AnonymousAttestation (DAA) [13]. TheDAA scheme involves three
roles of entities: issuers, signers and verifiers. The issuer, namely the
Privacy CA, attests and issues a DAA credential to a legitimate signer;
the signer, namely the Neutral Domain, can prove himself to verifier
(the client) his DAA signature from Privacy CA. DAA scheme does
not require Neutral Domain to provide detailed identity to the client
and the client does not need to send the identity to Privacy CA for
attestation each time.

In the following discussions we will describe cloud instance initial-
ization, runtime verification and the secure migration of Client Do-
main. The notation used in this paper is as follows:

{msg1,msg2}: A combination of two messages.
{msg}Kx

y: The message is encrypted by a public key or signed by a
private key, where K is the key name, x (“pub” or “pri”) represents the
asymmetric key type (public or private), and y indicates who gener-
ates this key. Specifically, the endorsed key of TPM is represented as
EKx

y, and the application identity key is represented as AIKx
y. If neither

“pub” nor “pri” appears, then K is a symmetric key.
A → B : {msg}Kpri

A : A sends a message to B, with the content
encrypted (signed) using A’s private key.
nx: A unique number generated by x, helps to detect message re-

plays.

4.3.1 Adding a new Neutral Domain to the cloud
For platform authentication, Neutral Domain should provide its TPM

PCR values which contain the measurement result of critical system
components. To certify the PCR values provided to client, Neutral Do-
main needs to sign them using its Application Identity Keys (AIKs).
But when a client is verifying the authentication of PCR values, how
can he tell that the signing key is actually from a authenticated TPM?
We need a Privacy CA, a trusted external party, to sign the AIKs be-
long to a authenticated TPM. Privacy CA holds a database of all the
public EKs (which is unique to each TPM chip and the private part
is permanently sealed in the chip) from TPM chip manufactures. We
follow a DAA-join process to add new Neutral Domains to the cloud.
During DAA-join process, cloud provider send a request to Neutral
Domain to ask for the public EK, public AIK and a public RSA key
(whichwill be used for data encryption, as AIK and EK cannot directly
be involved in arbitrary data encryption), and deliver them to Privacy
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CA. If the public EK is a valid one in the database, Privacy CA will
sign the public AIK and public RSA key. Then whenever Neutral
Domain shows the keys with Privacy CA’s signature, the client can
trust the keys. The protocol, as shown in Figure 5a, is described as
following:

1. Any server with Neutral Domain should be certified before it is
enrolled as a cloud computing node. So cloud provider, through
Service Domain, sends a request to the Neutral Domain for the
public AIK, public EK and a public RSA key:
cloudprovider → NeutralDomain : nsp

2. Neutral Domain responses to the request, sending those keys to
Privacy CA (via cloud provider):
NeutralDomain → PrivacyCA :
{AIKpub

NeutralDomain,EK
pub
NeutralDomain,K

pub
NeutralDomain}

3. If the public EK matches a valid entry in its database, Privacy
CA will return with the signed public AIK and RSA public key,
which will be further used by Neutral Domain to attest itself to
client:
PrivacyCA → NeutralDomain :
{{AIKpub

NeutralDomain}K
pri
CA, {K

pub
NeutralDomain}K

pri
CA}

As the messages delivered in this protocol only contains public
keys, Neutral Domain does not need to encrypt them to prevent cloud
provider to see them. But what if cloud provider use the keys signed
by Privacy CA on a non-Neutral Domain platform? In this situation,
client may be deceived to trust the non-Neutral Domain platform, but
the cloud provider still cannot see the data of client encrypted by these
public keys since the private keys are all handled by Neutral Domain’s
TPM only.

4.3.2 Neutral Domain verification
In cloud computing environment, client should firstly register to

cloud provider to obtain an identification. Only customers with iden-
tifications are permitted to use cloud computing resources and cloud
provider will associate the service fee to each client. After the reg-
istration, client is allowed to upload his own image to the computing
node. In this step, client may concern about whether the computing
node is a secured one with trusted computing architecture. Therefore,
we provide the DAA-verify scheme for client to challenge the Neutral
Domain based computing node in the cloud.

With the signature from Privacy CA described in Section 4.3.1,
client can verify the public keys from an Neutral Domain and trust
data signed with these public keys. We use a DAA-verify protocol
to verify an Neutral Domain. The DAA-verify protocol contains two
phases (Figure 5b): the first phase verifies whether the target platform
is Neutral Domain-based, and the second phase exchanges symmetric
session key after client establish the trust relationship with target plat-
form. Although all the communications between Neutral Domain and
client are transferred by cloud provider, the cloud provider can only
learn the public keys or cipher text. The verification procedure is de-
scribed as follows.

1. If a client have registered to cloud provider for cloud computing

service, cloud provider will allow this client to send request to
Neutral Domain. During the greeting step, the client sends a
request to Neutral Domain for remote authentication, in a form
that Neutral Domain can ensure this is a registered and valid
client:
Client → NeutralDomain : nclient

2. When the Neutral Domain receives the request, it will check
its public key database - if this is not a existed client, a new
entry to store public key and session key of the client will be
created. Then Neutral Domain replies with certified public AIK
and public RSA key, and PCR values signed with AIK:
NeutralDomain → Client :
{{AIKpub

NeutralDomain}K
pri
CA, {K

pub
NeutralDomain}K

pri
CA,

{PCRNeutralDomain}AIKpri
NeutralDomain}

3. The client then verify the signature of Privacy CA. Once the
TPM authentication is successfully verified, the client use the
public AIK to further verify the signed PCR values, to attest
whether the target platform is based on Neutral Domain. If
passed, client can use the trusted public RSA key to encrypt
a symmetric session key and his public key, sending them to
Neutral Domain. The reason why we create a symmetric key is
because using symmetric key is more efficient than using asym-
metric key to transfer large files; the public key of client will be
used to verify signature on security policy libraries (as we have
described in 4, if a client agrees with the policies provided by
cloud provider, he should sign the policy library. Then Neutral
Domain is able to verify whether client and cloud provider have
reached an agreement):
Client → NeutralDomain : {Kclient,Kpub

client}K
pub
NeutralDomain

4. Neutral Domain sends a response, if the keys above is received:
NeutralDomain → Client : {nNeutralDomain}Kpub

client
5. Client upload the VM image encrypted by the session key:

Client → NeutralDomain : {VMclient}Kclient
ThenNeutral Domain can decrypt and register the image if the “IM-

AGE REGISTER” direction is passed from cloud provider. Note that
only Neutral Domain is able to decrypt the client’s image and once
uploaded, cloud provider, residing in Service Domain, has no way to
access the content of client’s image even it is decrypted. To further
guarantee the security of client’s VM, client can launch the runtime
attestation of the computing platform at any time. As the client’s VM
is now directly launched on Neutral Domain, it is able to challenge the
bootstrap record through vTPM at will.

4.3.3 Trusted virtual machine migration
Migration is necessary for a cloud computing platform for perfor-

mance considerations. But with the power to migrate client’s VM,
cloud provider is able to move (or copy) client’s VM to a non-Neutral
Domain platform and look inside. Of course, we cannot rely on the
client himself to verify the computing platform through every second,
because it will bring in high overload. Thus the NeuCloud should take
over the responsibility. Suppose the migration source is Neutral Do-
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main_1 and destination is Neutral Domain_2, as shown in Figure 5c.
To secure this operation, the protocol is as follows:

1. cloud provider checks with Neutral Domain_2 to see whether
it has enough resources to move a new VM in. If so, cloud
provider sends a notification toNeutral Domain_2. cloud provider
has to sign the notification, because the message is not oriented
from Service Domain on Neutral Domain_2 but from CLC/CC
instead. A signed notification can prevent malicious party from
migrating client’s VMamongNeutral Domain-based platforms.
Although themigration fromNeutral Domain-based platform to
another won’t lead to privacy leakage, but if this happens with-
out cloud provider’s awareness, cloud provider cannot locate
this client’s VM in the future. This is a typical denial-of-service
(DOS) attack.
cloudprovider → NeutralDomain_2 :
{ncloudprovider}Kpri

cloudprovider
2. Neutral Domain_2 returns the certified public AIK and public

RSA key, along with AIK signed PCR values. As we have dis-
cussed, those who received the public keys signed by Privacy
CA can trust the authentication of the owner of these public
keys. And because these are public keys, there is no need to
encrypt them:
NeutralDomain_2 → cloudprovider :
{{AIKpub

NeutralDomain_2}K
pri
CA, {K

pub
NeutralDomain_2}K

pri
CA,

{PCRNeutralDomain_2}AIKpri
NeutralDomain_2}

3. cloud provider then transfers these data to Neutral Domain_1,
which should also be signed by cloud provider to prevent other
malicious parties to launch the DOS attack:
cloudprovider → NeutralDomain_1 :
{n′cloudprovider, {AIKpub

NeutralDomain_2}K
pri
CA, {K

pub
NeutralDomain_2}K

pri
CA,

{PCRNeutralDomain_2}AIKpri
NeutralDomain_2}K

pri
cloudprovider

4. TheNeutral Domain_1 then verifies the platform information of
Neutral Domain_2. If passed, Neutral Domain_1 sends a sym-
metric session key to Neutral Domain_2, via cloud provider.
As we have mentioned, this is because using symmetric key is
more efficient than using asymmetric key to transfer large files:
NeutralDomain_1 → NeutralDomain_2 :
{KNeutralDomain_1}Kpub

NeutralDomain_2
5. On receiving the above message, Neutral Domain_2 informs

Neutral Domain_1 to start migration:
NeutralDomain_2 → NeutralDomain_1 :
{START}KNeutralDomain_1

6. And migration securely launched, with the content of Client
Domain and its hash value transferred:
NeutralDomain_1 → NeutralDomain_2 :
{VMclient,Hclient}KNeutralDomain_1

5. EVALUATION

5.1 Economics analysis
Assume the number of users with sensitive data and computation

and willing to move on cloud computing has a linear relationship with
the monitoring degree. The D function introduced in Section 2 can be
written as:

D(p) = D(1) + λ(1− p),whereλ > 0
And we also assume that the cloud provider’s utility is in a linear

form:

U(n) = θn

V(1− p) = η(1− p)

So the Equation (1) can be transformed to:

∆µ = (θλ− η)(1− p)− C

The optimal p⋆ can be calculated according to the discussion in
Section ( 2), depending on differentmarket type. So the cloud provider
can decide whether moving to NeuCloud architecture is worthwhile,
by measuring if the following condition is satisfied:

C > (θλ− η)(1− p⋆)

5.2 Security analysis
We have assumed that the root complex, namely the Neutral Do-

main, is secured, for example by using HyperSafe approach [38]. And
by removing drivers from the Neutral Domain and sealing it, the attack
surface of the privilege zone is largely reduced. So the vulnerabilities
due to the compromised Neutral Domain is eliminated. In the fol-
lowing part, we analyze how the following threats are handled by the
NeuCloud architecture design.
Attacks from the cloud provider. In these attacks, the cloud provider
or a disgruntled employee, may want to access the cloud users’ data
and processes, violating the privacy requirements. In the NeuCloud
architecture, the cloud provider no longer has the privilege required
to launch such operations. Being isolated into a unprivileged zone
same as any clients, the cloud provider is unable to view the status
of a client domain/VM’s virtual CPU, to arbitrarily examine a client
domain/VM’s memory, or to gain access to an image or secondary
storage that is not assigned to him. All the service requests have to be
sent to the Neutral Domain to get executed, where the privacy viola-
tions would be detected.
Attacks from cloud clients. There are two possibilities for this kind
of attacks: maybe the clients themselves are malicious; or their do-
mains/VMs have been taken over by malicious parties. But because
all the clients’ data and processes are under monitoring of the Neutral
Domain, according to the security policy database maintained by the
cloud provider, part of the attacks will be detected immediately. The
cloud provider is responsible for providing the rules to be referred to in
attack detection and forensic analysis. It is true that the security poli-
cies cannot cannot cover all the possible malicious behaviours, but the
design of security policies is not within the scope of this paper. Our
effort is to provide the neutral platform where service provider and
cloud users can easily reach an agreement on monitoring.

5.3 Performance assessments
The performance influence of the final platform comes from two

sides. Apart from those brought in by our architecuture, there ex-
ist overheads from the “assumed” components introduced in others’
works that we depend on, like HyperSafe. The latter one mainly in-
fluences the hypervisor, while our modification is upon a higher ar-
chitecture level. Although the functional integrity of NeuCloud relies
on the low-level mechanisms, the performance is independent from
them. So here we only consider if NeuCloud alone brings in negligi-
ble overhead. The specification of our test environment is in Table 3 of
Appendix B. One possible bottleneck of performance is the commu-
nication channel between the Service Domain and Neutral Domain.
Take a KVM-based NeuCloud computing node as an example. The
data transfer rate between the Service Domain and the Neutral Domain
is shown in Figure 6, fromwhich we can calculate that the transfer rate
is around 100MB/s transferring files around 10kB and it slightly drops
to 81MB/s transferring files around 100kB. Since in our current design
the largest message transferred through this channel (the signed PCR
values) is smaller than 5kB, this delay can be ignored.

Another concern about performance is that whether NeuCloud can
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Table 2: Performance measurement

Process Delay(ms)
DAA verification 41.967
Migration 124.817
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Figure 6: Data transfer rate of service VM to host OS on KVM-based
NTCB. The X-axis represents for data size and the Y-axis represents
the time cost in transfer.

keep the same hardware efficiency as the ordinary platforms, among
which the network transfer capability of the Service Domain is the
most important. As we move the NC agent as well as the network
card driver into the unprivileged Service Domain, it is possible that
the network transfer performance will be influenced. A client may be
concerned about this performance cut-down because it may result in
a slower network response and a slower image upload or migration
speed. The experimental results of network transfer rates are shown
in Figure 7. In our results, the transfer rates are almost the same.

Apart from efficiency, stability is also very important. The network
delay time distributions of different platforms are shown in Figure 8,
which indicates that the delay time of NeuCloud is even more con-
centrated. This definitely helps to improve the customer experience
in cloud computing environment. The cause of the improvement is
easy to infer. By outsourcing service tasks and communication works
to Service Domain, Neutral Domain can only focus on some certain
tasks, leading to better performance than the ordinary cloud platform
where the cloud provider’s VM has to take all the above responsibili-
ties.

We can also conclude that the client’s experience will not be af-
fected under NeuCloud, because moving to NeuCloud requires no
modification upon client’s domain/VM. The only difference is that
the device driver is provided by Service Domain instead of the root
complex. Given that the driver supporting mechanism has not been
changed, and the hardware efficiency and stability remain the same,
the client should not perceive any difference in performance from that
of the ordinary architecture.

As for the communication interface of the whole cloud, the typical
delay from the client-side view is shown in Table 2. Before client
can upload image and register for an instance, the client should spend
time onDAA verification of the NTCB. This only costs less than 50ms
(in our experiment, client and cloud provider is in the same local-area-
network). And the delay from the issuing of “VMMIGRATION” to its
launch is less than 150ms. The experimental results indicate again that
NeuCloud will not bring in perceivable influence to client experience.

6. RELATED WORK
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Figure 8: A comparison of TCP/IP response delay distribution of dif-
ferent platforms.

To benefit the service provider’s interests and prevent client from
using cloud services to host Crimewares [8] , the Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) [24] and Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) [26, 28]
may be deployed. These techniques can summarize the state of a VM
as the sum of its software state (including the content of both physical
memory and hard disk) and hardware state [31]. In fact, there have
been plethora work discussing about how to better monitor VMs [15,
27, 30, 14]. These techniques greatly enhance the monitoring capa-
bility but none of them take privacy issues into consideration.

The protection of a client’s private data from an intrusive service
provider has become a hot-spot in recent years. There are numer-
ous approaches focusing on architecture modifications to protect a
client’s privacy from the service provider. Those efforts, according
to their mechanisms, can be classified into three categories: (1) cut-
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ting off some of the privileged components of the service provider
(represented by [34, 10, 19]), or (2) moving some of the privileged
functions out of the service provider’s direct control (represented by
[25]), and (3) integrating thewhole virtualization functionality into the
processor and relying on the tamper-resistance of hardware to protect
client VM from service provider.

The“root secure” property, introduced in the IBM secure coproces-
sor’s approach [34] and in Terra architecture [10], can be considered
the pioneer of privacy protection from the service provider on the ar-
chitecture level. The phrase “root secure” means that data stored on
a cloud platform is secure from examination and tampering even by
the platform owner who has root level access. It opens up a research
direction, to provide cloud computing privacy by dividing the TCB
and excluding those privileged, privacy-threatening components out
of the TCB. As a successor to this kind of approach, [19] is able to
secure the client’s VM by intercepting and restricting the hypercalls
made from Dom 0 to Dom U and introducing some new hypercalls.
In all of these approaches, a client’s privacy is perfectly protected, but
still, none of them endows monitoring power to the cloud computing
platform. Besides, these approaches heavily depend on complicated
functions provided by the privileged domain, which are hard and im-
practical to implement in industry.

The second category of approaches, like [25], involve disaggregat-
ing the management components from the service components, which
is similar to the idea of this paper except that they still keep the ser-
vice provider in the privileged domain. In [25], part of the important
privileged components, the domain builder, is moved out of the ser-
vice domain into a minimal trusted compartment. This disaggregation
mechanism further improves upon the thought of dividing the TCB.
But in [25], the location of the service provider in the privileged do-
main still forces the cut-off of some important control functionalities
needed by cloud computing. For example “foreign mapping”, which
is required during migration of a client’s VMs, has to be removed, and
thus some of the cloud computing functionalities are deprived. And
again, the security monitoring capability is weakened.

The third one, to thoroughly eliminate Hypervisors and rely on the
tamper-resistant processor to provide virtualization, as introduced by
“NoHype” [17], is probably the ultimate scheme to defend malicious
or compromised service provider. However, there is still pretty much
effort ahead to make it practical. As the “NoHype” itself, the require-
ment that each VM should occupy a unique core is still unacceptable
to most service providers nowadays running on common commercial
CPUs.

Apart from all the above architectural improvement attempts, , en-
crypting the data stored on the cloud computing platform might be the
most intuitive one [7]. An encryption algorithm may offer the bene-
fit of minimum reliance on the service provider, but it cannot entirely
eradicate privacy leakage to the service provider. During computa-
tion, all the encrypted data will be decrypted into plain text in memory
that is not protected by the current cloud architecture. Thus, privacy
protection inspires research regarding how to query data without re-
vealing information to service provider, like [16, 35, 21, 22]. All of
these solutions hide a client’s private data from the service provider
while the client is retrieving data, but there are problems with this ap-
proach, from the point that data retrieved in this manner is not eligible
for arbitrary computing. An improved approach allows the service
provider to compute with private data on behalf of a client without
knowing the content [36]. However, this approach is only applica-
ble for linear programming, and cannot be universally utilized. HP
lab also has proposed a mechanism to assist the service provider to
conform to privacy law [29]. But this approach is not universally ap-
plicable either. It only works perfectly for applications calculating a
function of the input that can be expressed as a circuit, and it needs

full cooperation from the service provider, which is not guaranteed.
Being treated as the saviour of privacy-preserving data outsourcing,

fully homomorphic encryption [12] looks extremely promising by al-
lowing arbitrary computing. But as far as we know, currently there is
no homomorphic algorithm that offers acceptable processor overload
upon all computations. Although Microsoft has proposed a practical
and efficient scheme to perform homomorphic encryption [18], it ac-
tually only supports applications that require “somewhat” homomor-
phic. Namely it’s not “full” homomorphic that can be applied univer-
sally.

In addition to encrypting data from the service provider, there ex-
ist methods enabling privacy auditing as well, such as the privacy-
preserving public auditing approach [37]. This approach introduces
a trusted third party auditor (TPA) to audit the integrity of outsourced
data, and utilizes a homomorphic linear authenticator and randommask-
ing to guarantee that the TPA can not gain any information about the
data content. The idea of this method sheds a light on the problem
brought in by a untrustworthy third party, but is still imperfect facing
the mutual-distrust problem in cloud computing – TPA can assure the
preservation of privacy for clients, but does not provide monitoring
functionality for the service provider.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
When designing a cloud architecture intended for commercial de-

ployment, it is impractical to sacrifice cloud functions for security
goals. So any privacy-protected platform should not damage the cloud
functions due to any privacy related improvements in the architecture.
Because in our architecture we retain all the privileged operations of
an ordinary cloud computing node, there is no side effect in cloud
functionality. Clients can register, upload and manage their image at
will, and the cloud provider can still perform all necessary cloud op-
erations, such as launch, suspend, shutdown and migration. The only
difference is that the service provider no longer handles the platform
directly. All the requests have to be transferred from the Service Do-
main to the Neutral Domain, which will then executes the requested
service. One desirable feature of this design is that it does not sacrifice
any of the original cloud computing functions.

Utilizing the privacy-preserving feature of NeuCloud, we can con-
tinue to investigate more powerful domain/VM introspection solu-
tions without being concered about invading a client’s privacy. We
will conduct our future work upon a domain/VM monitoring mech-
anism based on the combination of a security-policy database and a
privacy-policy database. And in cloud computing environment, some-
times other service functionalities are needed. For example, using
policy-based detecting, if the service provider finds out that a client’s
VM is lacking of a crucial security patch, he can offer a patching ser-
vice indirectly with the help of the Neutral Domain. And Neutral Do-
main will always inform cloud clients about the system updates. In
this way, the patching process is also more transparent than before.

To conclude, in this paper, we described the motivation, design and
implementation of the NeuCloud architecture which enables privacy-
preserving monitoring. It solves the mutual distrust problem between
a cloud service provider and client. With the help of NeuCloud, a
service provider can monitor a client’s data and processes to ensure
a secure cloud computing environment and avoid any malicious uses
of the cloud computing platform, without raising users’ concern about
the privacy problems. The idea of moving the service provider into a
unprivileged Service Domain and setting up the Neutral Domain can
be universally implemented on both type-I and type-II virtualization
platforms with negligible overhead.
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APPENDIX
A. TPM AND TCB

Specified by the TrustedComputingGroup (TCG), the Trusted Plat-
form Module (TPM) chip can be used to authenticate hardware de-
vices [23]. It can be commonly found on almost all the motherboards
of servers and high-end PCs. A unique and secret RSA Endorsement
Key (EK) is generated for each TPM at the time of manufacture and
will be permanently sealed inside the chip, and other sensitive data
will be stored into shielded memory. The main role of TPM chips in
trusted computing is to act as the Core Root of Trust for Measurement
(CRTM), whichmeasures the integritymetrics of modules, holds them
in Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs) and reports them in an au-
thenticated way in remote attestation. For privacy concerns, EK is not
allowed to be used as platform identity directly. Instead, Application
Identity Keys (AIKs) are created to sign these PCR values. TPM is
usually used to boot a Trusted Computing Base (TCB). A detailed ex-
ample to establish TCB with TPM can be found in Terra model [10].

B. PLATFORM SPECIFICATION
The platform specification of our implementation is in Table 3.

Table 3: Implementation platform specifications

Hardware:
Server: IBM x3650 M3
CPU: Intel Xeon x5650 95W 2.66GHz/1333MHz/12MB × 2
RAM: 8GB DDR3 1333MHz LP RDIMM × 3
Ethernet: Broadcom NetXtreme II BCM5709 Gigabit Ethernet
TPM version: 1.2.2.60 Switch: IBM 1×8 Console Switch
Software (Type-I virtualization):
Xen version: 4.0.1-21326-02-0.5
Control VM/Service VM OS: openSUSE 11.3 x86_64
Control VM/Service VM kernel: 2.6.34.7-0.7-xen
Software (Type-II virtualization):
Host OS: openSUSE 11.4 x86_64
Host OS kernel: 2.6.37.1-1.2-desktop
Service VM OS: openSUSE 11.4 x86_64
Service VM kernel: 2.6.37.1-1.2-desktop
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